
CREATIVE WRITING PROGRAMS BALTIMORE

At the end of each academic year, the graduates of the M.F.A. in Creative Writing & Publishing Arts program host a
book festival and reading where they present.

Writing the Novel Workshop This specialized workshop is designed for students who are writing a novel. Join
Our Community of Writers The Master of Arts in Writing Program at Johns Hopkins focuses on the individual
goals of writers and editors and their aim of publication, editing, or career building at the highest possible
levels of professional or artistic achievement. MICA students also have opportunities to participate in readings
on and off campus throughout the academic year. The programs have separate application processes, curricula,
and degree requirements. Featured Course Learning the Past Through Storytelling Histories are great stories,
and there's no better way to learn about the past and the difficulty of interpreting it than to try to tell one of its
stories fully, accurately, and with narrative drive. Ron Capps, an Army veteran with a joint degree in fiction
and nonfiction, formed the nationally known Veterans Writing Project to help returning military veterans. She
now teaches in the program. Topics include structure, character arcs, style, consistency of voice, backstory,
and plot management. Select alumni earn MFA and Ph. For instance, fiction writers may choose to take poetry
or nonfiction courses. Who Will Teach You in Fiction? In addition to regular fiction workshops, our fiction
courses include: Fiction Techniques Students examine the technical elements of fiction, including point of
view, plot, character development, dialogue, and the form of short stories and the novel. The conference is
optional for our students and is half price for alumni and other non-credit applicants. Sue has joined the
program faculty in nonfiction. In workshops, instructors and peers offer honest, constructive comments to
push your writing toward publication. Studio and Humanistic Studies Minor Creative Writing MICA offers
workshop-style seminars in poetry, fiction, non-fiction, screenwriting, playwriting, cultural criticism, and
journalism. Assignments challenge students to explore styles that differ from their previous work; extensive
reading assignments come from the latest collections. The result is a program that offers a nurturing,
demanding home in Washington, Baltimore, or online in which graduates are challenged to become dedicated,
contributing citizens in the Community of Letters. The conference gathered in Florence, Italy, in , , , and 
Students submit pages of a novel-in-progress for review, and discuss aspects of novel writing in general. We
sponsor the annual Hopkins Conference on Craft, a prestigious summer conference where students complete a
full graduate course in ten days in Italy or Maine. Choose Your Forms, Subjects, and Styles Our fiction
writing curriculum allows students to pursue their own writing interests. Other Concentration in the Writing
Program To learn more about the other concentration in the Writing Program, click on the following links.
After 20 years of growth, the program offers onsite Fiction and Nonfiction classes in Washington and
Baltimore and online-low-residency options in Science-Medical Writing. The writing faculty includes
published poets, novelists, memoirists, and critics. Michael Joseph, ,  Alumni also are welcome at all program
readings, seminars, and other events. The conference, our largest ever, was held in Bar Harbor, Maine, the site
of our event. Scott Fitzgerald Short Story Contest. Degree candidates set their own pace to earn a 9-course
MA in two to five years, with accelerated and extended options available. To promote this goal, the Writing
Program offers regular networking events for alumni, plus alumni readings, reunions, and other special events.
In recent years, MICA students have taken literary internships at Baltimore non-profits and magazines, and
have won fellowships for writing residencies. Besides craft elements such as character, plot, voice, and humor,
the course addresses professional issues such as markets, agents, and reader age groups. We encourage
multiple samples, rather than a single piece of the required length. Eckleburg Review. Golden teaches fiction
and nonfiction workshops.


